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The topic of digital classrooms is on everyone‘s lips, not least since the Federal Government‘s promised
digital pact. In practice, however, schools often appear to be stuck in the Ice Age, as implementing the
digital classroom is a seemingly mammoth project, especially in tandem with the numerous areas in
which teachers are already active. Firstly, school computers need to be kept up-to-date, and in the least
time-consuming way possible. And secondly, teachers and students need to be able to use new media
intuitively in their classrooms, without losing track of where they are. Can these major challenges
really be implemented in practice?

The Digital Classroom from MASTERSOLUTION
The Digital Classroom from Mastersolution AG
offers intuitive classroom management, efficient
network management, and messaging transmission throughout the school.
More than 12,000 schools are already working
with the Digital Classroom from Mastersolution AG,
including vocational schools in Styria, the Heinrich
Heine School in Hagen, the State Grammar School
in Neuhaus, and schools in the Wetterau district.

Security
with a solution you control yourself
Flexibility
with the option of integrating further
service providers
Individual customisation
with components that adapt to your
requirements

Further information, a free trial or to set up an individual presentation,
please visit: www.mastersolution.ag

Implementing new media education in practice
The Digital Classroom from MASTERSOLUTION
Time-efficient maintenance of hardware and software
The Digital Classroom by Mastersolution AG allows administrators to oversee all computers and tablets.
For a faster IT support, individual computers can be viewed via thumbnail, and also accessed via a
time-efficient remote access system. A well-structured software inventory provides a quick overview of
installed software programmes and the number of licenses in use. PC software can be kept up-to-date
with one click by means of distribution. Printing costs are clearly displayed, allowing printing quotas to
be appropriately assigned. In addition, teachers and students can use USB sticks which require specific
advance authorisation. It is also possible to block access to the USB sticks entirely.

MASTERSOLUTION REFLECT: Dashboard

MASTERSOLUTION REFLECT: Software inventory

MASTERSOLUTION Digital Classroom
Comprehensive package including convenient classroom
management, efficient network management and school-wide
messaging

Don‘t get lost using new media
The world of school is getting multimedia - whether on PC or tablet. With the Digital Classroom by
Mastersolution AG, teachers are able to provide required attention and can offer support, when the
entire class is working with PC or tablet simultaneously. All PCs/tablets of the class are displayed as
thumbnails at a glance. For example, with one click all PCs/tablets can be blocked immediately. Teachers are not only be able to transfer screen contents to all PCs/tablets explaining tasks and solutions to
their students, but also enable websites targeted in order that the internet is used by them. Teachers
can create surveys easily testing the student‘s performance level from time to time. With a few clicks
and an automatic evaluation, exams and tests can be created and thus also performed on the PC safely
and sustainably.

Emergency message transmission to all PCs and tablets on the school‘s LAN
MASTERSOLUTION‘s Digital Classroom allows you to send important messages quickly, accurately and
without the need for WiFi. In the event of a fire, attack against the school, laboratory accident, etc,
everyone in the school must be informed immediately, including those in the outbuildings. Emergency
messages can be defined and/or preset via a key combination and sent to all user groups or selected
sub-sets. Messages containing other information, such as last-minute change of room number for the
next teacher conference, etc., can be quickly sent to teaching staff and answered with a confirmation.
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